QUIZZES -- FORMAT AND GRADING

You will find 10 quizzes on Blackboard. Log in and go to Quiz link. The quizzes will be assigned by dates noted on the "Description of Quizzes" pdf and available online. Each quiz covers the reading for the day designated on the syllabus. Each quiz has 6 true/false or multiple choice questions and each item is worth 1/2 a point. Each quiz is timed -- you will be allowed 20 minutes to answer but only 1 trial. In other words, you do have extra time to refer to the book or read the scanned text that accompanies some quiz items. You will have time to reread occasionally but not enough time for answering all items without a first reading of the assignment. Together these quizzes constitute 25% of your final grade.

CONTENT:
1. Most quizzes will have at least one multiple choice or true/false vocabulary item taken from major topic headings in the assigned reading. The item will appear in a sentence and you will have a choice of either a German synonym or an English translation.

EXAMPLE:
Die Nazis wollte Deutschland "gleichschalten." Gleichschalten heißt in diesem Zusammenhang:
   a) alle haben ein Auto
   b) Deutsche müssen alle genau wie die NSDAP denken und handeln
   c) Meinungsunterschiede sind in Ordnung
   d) alle sollte gleich verdienen

   (Antwort: b)

2. All quizzes will cover the major topics of assigned readings (the bold black print headings) and ask for the central issue or historical event described. Only one answer may be correct, but (c) might be a correct answer for the options given below.

EXAMPLE:
Der Sturz der Regierung Brüning 1932 geschah:
   a) weil die Löhne gestiegen waren,
   b) weil es zu viel Kapital gegeben hatte,
   c) a & b
   d) weil Hindenburg Brüning entlassen hatte.

   (Antwort: d)

ANSWERS
3. Answers will be reviewed in the following class hour.

PLEASE NOTE:
• I will use only Blackboard egrade book for quizzes AND ALL OTHER GRADES

• Not all tests for the same day are alike.

• These tests must be taken by 8 AM on the class day designated on the syllabus.

NO MAKE UPS WILL BE GIVEN.